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31. INTRODUCTION 
WE WILL be in the differentiable category throughout the paper. Let M be an oriented com- 
pact manifold with or without boundary and let T:M + M be an orientation preserving 
involution. Then if dim Al = 4k, the signature r(M, T) is the signature of the sym- 
metric bilinear form on H?,(M, R) given by (x, y) -+ .Y 0 Ty. If dim M $0 (4), one defines 
T(M, T) = 0. 7(M, Id) = s(M) is the usual signature or “ index” of the manifold M. 
As pointed out by F. Hirzebruch [4] (see also [I] Prop. (6.15)), one can use the Atiyah- 
Bott-Singer Fixed Point Theorem to express r(M, T) for manifolds without boundary in 
terms of the fixed point set and its normal bundle IV as follows: 
r(M, T) = r(Fix T 0 Fix T). (1) 
Here Fix To Fix TER, denotes the oriented self-intersection class of Fix T in M, which 
only depends on Fix T and N. For the proof, one first has to interpret t(M, T) as the index 
of a certain elliptic differential operator on ICI. An alternative proof, following the lines of 
the original proof of the Hirzebruch Index Theorem [3] is contained in the Diplom-Arbeit 
of E. Ossa [6]. Formula (1) has recently been used by F. Hirzebruch [4], [5] to define (and 
to calculate in certain cases) an invariant for involutions on 4k + 3-dimensional manifolds. 
The purpose of the present note is to give an elementary proof of (I), not involving 
elliptic operators, characteristic classes or results on cobordism rings. 
$2. THE ADDITIVI’IY PROPERTY 
Our proof rests upon the following remarkable additivity property of the signature, 
which was first noticed by S. P. Novikov (compare [4], 92): 
PROPOSITION 1. Let T be an orientation preserving involution on a closed orientedmanfold 
M. Let M, , Ml be bounded invariant submanifolds with M, v Ml = M and MO n Ml = aMO 
= aM,. Then t(M, T) = r(M,, TIM,) + t(M,, TIM,). 
A proof(one page, perfectly elementary) can be found in [l] (Prop. 7.1). We will also 
make use of the fact that the signature of a fixed point free involution on a closed manifold 
always vanishes. This follows for instance from the “ Dold construction” (see [5], §2), a 
simple geometric construction showing that any fixed point free involution T on M is 
cobordant (with involution) to the trivial involution interchanging two copies of M/T. 
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We note two easy consequences of Proposition 1. Let again T be an orientation preserv- 
ing involution on a closed oriented manifold ,\I and let N denote the normal bundle of the 
fixed point set F = Fix T. 
LE.LISIA 1. If N admits CI section f: F --t IV rthich is ereqxhere dyerent from zero, then 
?(M, T) = 0. 
LESISU 2. Let F, be a I-codimensionnl closed submanifold of F, irt L be the normal (line) 
bundle of F,, c F and N, = NI FO. We ma): choose an equirnriant tubdar neighborhood of F, 
in M of the form L @ N, c Al. For each p E F,, , alljibres of‘iV/ L, are then identified with N, . 
Let DL deuote the closed and D’L = DL - SL the open disc brmde of L. Then if‘there exists 
CI section f of IV\ F - D’L, eceryrchere clyerent from zero, such that f ( -x) = -f(x) E IV0 for 
all x E SL, it follows that 7( M, T) = 0. 
To proce Lemma 1, denote Y = M - DON. Then by Proposition 1, we have 7(M, T) 
= 7(DN, T) + 7( Y, r) = 7( Y, T), because the whole intersection form of DN vanishes. Let 
$ : SN -+ SN be in each fibre the reflection at the hyperlane f (x)‘. Then Ic/ is equivariant and 
orientation reversing, hence 7( Yu, Y, T) = 2r( Y, r) by Proposition 1, and since Yu, Y 
is fixed point free, we obtain t( Y, T) = s(M, T) = 0. 
To prore Lemma 2, note that 7( D(L @ N,), T) = 0, since D(L 0 N,) admits an orienta- 
tion reversing equivariant diffeomorphism rl/, given on each fibre by $(x,~) = (-x, y). 
Again, denote Y = M - D”(L @ N,). Then 7(M, T) = 7( Y, T) = $s( Y uti Y, T) = 0 by 
Lemma 1, since f on one copy and -f on the other define a nonvanishing section for 
Yu, Y. 
$3. AN INVOLUTIOS ON THE COMPLEX PROJECTIVE SPACE 
Let m be even, P,,,(C) the nz-dimensional complex projective space and T: P,,,(C) -+ P,,,(C) 
the involution given by complex conjugation. Then T is orientation preserving and the 
fixed point set is the real projective space P,,,(R). 
O(nz) acts on P,,,(C) by O(m) c U(m) c U(m + 1). The involution is compatible with 
this action. Without further mention, our constructions and maps in this paragraph will also 
be compatible with this action. In this way, were able to carry through the same constructions 
simultaneously on each fibre of a P,(C)-fibre bundle with structure group O(m). 
The tangent bundle of P,,,(R) is canonically identified with the normal bundle of P,,,(R) 
in P,,I(C) (multiplication by i). Thus let v denote the tangent bundle and imbed v equivariantly 
into P,,(C) as a tubular neighborhood of P,(R). Let I. be the normal bundle of P,_,(R) 
in P,,,(R). Its sphere bundle SI. is the double covering S”-’ -+ P,_I(R), and P,,,(R) can be 
written as P,(R) = D” u,,- , D;.. Over D”, the tangent bundle is canonically D” x R”, 
we denote by cp :D” -+ D” x R”’ the “ diagonal section”. (pIS”-‘, then, is the inwards pointing 
normal field of .Sj. in Di., and hence q( - x) = -p(x) for 5 E Si., in the sense of Lemma 2. 
We will also have to consider the E-disc ED’~ c D” x R” c v c P,,,(C). Finally, if we give 
P,,(C) the orientation of D” x R”, which is sometimes called the idiotic orientation and is 
(- l)m/z of the canonical one, then one can easily check that r(P,(C), T) = 1. 
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$4. PROOF OF s(:W, r) = s(Fix 7-3 Fix r) 
Let T be an orientation preserving involution on the closed oriented manifold M, let 
N be the normal bundle of F = Fix T and choose a section f: F --) N which is transverse 
regular on F. Then B = F nf(F) represents Fix TO Fix TE i2* Let E be iV1 B. Then the normal 
bundle of B in F is isomorphic to E, the isomorphism being induced byf. In fact, we may 
assume that E 0 E is equivariantly imbedded (on the second summand the antipodal involu- 
tion) as an open tubular neighborhood of B in Al such thatfis the diagonal map E, @ 0 --) 
E, 0 E, on each fibre. We introduce a Riemannian metric in E and denote by h;l, the E-disc 
bundle cD(E @ E) of E @ E c hf. If the closure of M - M, is called M,, then by Proposition 
1 we have s(M, T) = s(,ZI,, T) + r(M,, T). 
Now we construct an involution (A/‘, T’). Let E have fibre dimension m (of course 
m may be different for different components of B, the following has to beinterpreted properly). 
Since T is orientation preservin g, m is even. Let J? denote the O(m)-principal bundle associ- 
ated to E. Then we define 
M’ = E x O(m) P,,(C)* 
and T’ being induced by complex conjugation on P,(C). To determine r(M’, T’), we apply 
the equivariant version of the theorem of Chern-Hirzebruch-Serre [2] on the signature of 
certain fibre bundles. The condition that the fundamental group of the base manifold acts 
trivially on the homology of the fibre is satisfied for each component of B, because the 
fundamental group acts on H,(P,(C)) via 0( n c (/(I?! + 1) and U(m + 1) is connected. I) 
Since r(P,(C), T’) = 1, we obtain 
~(bf', T’) = 7(pm(C), T')r(B, Id) = r(B)= s(Fix To Fix T). 
The proof of the Chern-Hirzebruch-Serre theorem can be called elementary, since it 
only uses properties of the cohomology spectral sequence of a flbre bundle. The (straight- 
forward) generalization to involutions is carried out in [6]. 
The fixed point set F’ of T’ is I? x O(m) P,,,(R). If we define Fb = E” x Ocmj P,_ ,(R), then 
Fh is a 1-codimensional submanifold of F’ and DL’ = _f? x Ocn,j DA its normal disc bundle. 
Then the cp of $3 induces a section f’ of the normal bundle N’ restricted to F’ - D”L’, 
satisfying the conditions of Lemma 2-except that it vanishes at B = E x Oc,,{O}, 
Now let A46 = e x 0cm,~D2m, with &D2” c P,,,(C) as in 43, and M; the closure of 
M’ - MA. Then (M,, T) and (MA, T’) are canonically isomorphic, and even f and f' 
correspond to each other under the identification, both being the “diagonal section” in 
each tibre. In particular we have 5(A4,, T) = r(Mb, T’). Now let (M”, T”) be (Mi udM, 
- M;, TV T’) and F” = Fix T”. Then f and f' define a normal section over F” - DL’ 
which satisfies all conditions of Lemma 2, therefore r(M”, T”) = 7(MI, 7') - T(M~, T') = 0. 
Thus we have r(M, r) = 7(1M,, T) + ?(M,, T) = ~(A4h, T’) + r(M;, T’) = 7(M', T') = s(B) 
= s(Fix To Fix 7’), q. e. d. 
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